


























Xander Nelson 

11/18/21 

10:30-11:45 

Cedar Warman 

Zoom  

 

 

make_flower_plots.R 

5-6: loading sheets 

14: reading in sheet.  Will need to write a function to combine all the waves.   

16: selecting a subset from a larger data frame. [] subset the data frames, like a function.  1st argument is 

the rows, second argument is the columns.  Column is blank we are not subseting column 

17: NOT Subsetting, we are adding an additional column by doing math on existing column 

21: reorder: reorders by median in the boxplot.  If you want the plot to tell you something else, reorder 

by some other variable.  Notice how the boxplot goes from smallest to greatest.  This is because it is 

ordered by median. Reorder function automatically ranks by increasing order. 

24: labs just give axis labels. 

Lines 23-42 involving plot specifics are optional.  Just for aesthetics. 

 

#### 

*Research and update R 

*Check out ggplot cheat sheet online 

*Read R for data science textbook, plotting section. 

TO DO: 

1. Make a function to do anything  

2. Make a function to load all wave sheets and combine into one data frame. Make a loop to do 

this 

3. Make a boxplot with anther and pistil length box/whiskers pairwise by accession. 

-gs4_auth() interacts with google authorization oauth2 to allow me to login through R. Use gs4_deauth() 

to access a public google sheet. 

-ggsave() converts plot to a photo.  DOES NOT REQUIRE a plot name. It just pulls the most recently 

created plot from the work environment and saves it as a photo in the working directory. 

 



Xander Nelson 

11/18/2021 

PIPES 

-helps write code that’s easier to read and understand 

- dplyr is a grammar of data manipulation, providing a consistent set of verbs that help you solve the 

most common data manipulation challenges: 

• mutate() adds new variables that are functions of existing variables 

• select() picks variables based on their names. 

• filter() picks cases based on their values. 

• summarise() reduces multiple values down to a single summary. 

• arrange() changes the ordering of the rows. 

-$ operator extracts a column from a data set. 



12/2/2021 

1:00-2:20 

Nelson project presentation to Palanivelu Lab 

Ravi Palanivelu, Cedar Warman, Kelsey Prize, Emma Jong 

Zoom 

 

• Determine when anther cone appeared evolutionarily. Find a phylogenetic tree to determine 

when this occurred. 

• Carpel is synonymous with pistil. Just use one in the presentation. 

• Add an image of a tomato fruit to tomato flower slide to give proper fruit orientation, relative to 

the flower. 

• Besides reproductive assurance, self-pollination also provides quality control since the fruits are 

expected to be near identical in subsequent generations. 

• Anther is split by longitudinal section, not by cross section. 

 

**Determine control groups for this project. Perhaps refer to Shang et al. 2021. The fact that all S. 

pimpinellifolium accessions have inserted stigmas is a good reality check. 

 

**Kelsey: Perhaps emasculate and hand-pollinate some flowers under heat stress, then stain pistil after 

tube growth time to test for heat stress 

 

 

 



Xander Nelson 

12/15/21 

10:00-11:00 

Project continuation discussion 

Ravi Palanivelu, Cedar Warman 

Zoom 

 

- Need to use month of January to craft narrative and purpose of research. I must collect pollen 

tube data of some type to make pistil data meaningful. 

- 2 hypothesis criteria. 

 

1. Longer pollen tubes are associated with longer pistils. This question remains unknown. 

2. Are longer or shorter pollen tubes associated with thermotolerance? 

 

- Pollen tube data: quantifying select images from pollen growth movies using ImageJ to 

determine relative pollen tube length and time till bursting.  

- Since no successful movies were made from wave 1, will eliminate this wave.   

- Using pistil/anther measurements just to identify most and least exserted flowers. Subset data 

to include wave 2 and 3 accessions with 8 or more flowers and make boxplots the anther/pistil 

ratio. Then, perform ImageJ on the three most exserted accessions and the three most inserted 

accessions.  

- Also, will identify bursting events, as this will also allow for a better understanding of the pollen 

tube characteristics. 

- Per hypothesis 1, only the pistil length will be used to correlate with the pollen tube growth data. 

The anther data is just used to identify the most and least exserted accessions. 

- AS TIME PERMITS, may work with Kelsey on measuring in vivo pollen tube growth in wave 4. 

Emasculate and pollinate flowers, then expose to heat stress, then dye and image pollen tubes 

in pistil. 

- More research: check out varying pistil structures between flowers, i.e., between rice, tomato, 

corn, Arabidopsis, etc.  

 

 



Xander Nelson 

1/12/2022 

11:20-1:00 

To complete: 

• Download and process ImageJ 

• Analyze sample pictures 

• Update Lab Journal 

• Refresh R code 

 

Lab 1/12/2022 

 

I downloaded Fiji 64 bit for Windows, as the source for ImageJ.  Using two practice images from Dr. 

Warman, I created an image stack, tallied successful/non-successful pollen tubes using the CellCounter 

function, and measured the successful pollen tubes using the freehand measurement tool.  I copied the 

result data into a google sheet and imported the data into R using googlesheets4 package command 

gs4_deauth (), for both sheets respectively.  I followed Dr. Warman’s protocols: Measuring pollen tubes 

with ImageJ (Fiji) and Counting fluorescent kernels from flat images using ImageJ (Fiji). 

 

 

Problems to address: 

 

• Some of the pollen tubes extend past the image, so it is impossible to measure the tube length 

or determine if the tube burst. I will have to make an error adjustment for that. 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1fp-ucYtoe286_8ynFFWYORWTHpmoPHAjcxzKYim0FUo/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1fp-ucYtoe286_8ynFFWYORWTHpmoPHAjcxzKYim0FUo/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1f8W7uDpoHqVf9FbrU9fHujjDS_yxhkRLLAJ-1Z-HVkg/edit


1/14/22 

12:00-1:00 

Pollen Tube discussion 

Ravi Palanivelu, Cedar Warman 

Zoom 

 

-Created pairwise boxplot of data 

Regarding pollen tube measurement from slide photos: 

-skip pollen tubes that leave the slides.  They cannot be measured accurately. 

-find the ImageJ conversion factor from pixels to micrometers. 

-**measure all data in pixels.  My measurements were made in a randomly assigned unit, change in 

ImageJ 

-Add waves 4 and 5 to study 

 

To do: 

-Create better graphics 

 

Pollen tube measurement protocol: 

-Take length measurement at 2hrs at control temperature 

-Take burst count at 2hrs for both heat stress and control temperatures. 



Xander Nelson 

1/27/2022 

3:00pm-5:00pm; 9:00pm-1:00am 

Work completed 

• I measured the pollen tube lengths of the 26oC samples, for 257 tubes.  I measured 10 tubes per 

image, but a few images did not have enough non-burst tubes to meet this minimum. These 

were measured regardless to ensure that not data was excluded.   

• Before measuring images, I set the scale to “pixels”, otherwise ImageJ would assign a random 

unit: 

 

• In addition, I measured the burst counts for ten 35oC images.   

This tube was counted as “not burst” because it appears to stop right at the edge of the image: 

 



Even though this tube leaves the focus plane, it appears to be not-burst: 

 

And another similar one, this appears to be not-burst: 

 

 



Xander Nelson 

1/28/2022 

9:00-10:00am 

Ravishankar Palanivelu, Cedar Warman 

Zoom  

Discussion of Image Anomalies 

• 1/11/2022, run1, A4, 26oC: Probably poor-quality pollen.  But, to prevent biasing data, should be 

counted and correlated with other replicates from the same accession later. 

• **Need to take picture of a micrometer to make a conversion between pixels to micrometers 

• Decimal-point pixel measurements are acceptable. The resolution of the measurement line is so 

much greater than the pixel resolution that it measures as a decimal point. 

• For all tubes measured that left the plane for any duration: mark unknown. 

 

Pollen Tube growth 

• Tube tip: under active construction (that is where all cell-construction materials are being sent), 

so that is where the tube is most likely to burst.  The tube may burst from the side, but it would 

still be close to the tip of the tube. 

• TO DO: research pollen tube structure in greater detail. 

• Pollen tubes grow between the cell wall and plasma membrane—in the intracellular matrix of 

the stigma papillae cells: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

• The tube grows between the cell wall and the plasma membrane—in the intracellular matrix.  

This allows the papillae cells to provide the tube nutrients without the pollen tube killing the 

stigma cell. 

• In vitro pollen tube growth can never achieve the same pollen tube lengths as in vitro. This is 

because the pistil provides the perfect nutrients for the pollen tube during construction.   

• Semi in vivo (SIV): stigma and style removed and pollinated, then placed on PGM to grow in 

vitro.  

stigma stigma 

Papillae 

cells 

Pollen 

grain 

“Foot” 

 Pollen tube 



Narrative scripting for my upcoming presentation 

 

Title: Utilizing genomic evidence to model reproductive thermotolerance via pistil-and-pollen tube 

interaction in S. lycopersicum 

I read a paper published in China last year detailing the findings of a gene that regulates the transition 

between exserted vs. inserted stigmas (it’s called SE3.1). 

A hereditary SNP (single-nucleotide polymorphism) terminates the gene by making a TAG stop-codon, 

preventing the transcription of exserted stigma mRNA. 

Intrigued, I did some more research and discovered that there is some evidence suggesting that flowers 

facultatively extend their pistils under heat stress. 

Now, due to structure of pollen tubes, the longer the pistil is, the further the pollen tube must travel to 

pollinate the ovules. 

By that same token, the longer the pollen tubes are, the more likely they are to rupture before they 

reach the ovary.   

From this perspective, I hypothesized that both shorter pistils and shorter pollen tubes would contribute 

to increased thermotolerance, due to a shorter transit time.   

RESULTS 

DISCUSSION 

CONCLUSION 

This project changes the way we understand agriculture.  

In a next step, S. lycopersicum accessions with exserted stigmas may be tested using CRISPR technology 

to knock-out the SE3.1 gene, simulating the SNP-terminated conditions.   

The accessions with short pistil-and-pollen tubes, and subsequently more thermotolerant species, will 

be used in a GWAS study to determine other relatively highly expressed gene candidates for greater 

understanding.   

 



Xander Nelson 

2/1/2022 

7:00-11:30pm 

Lab work 

Today I finished measuring the final 13 images, for a total of 124 tube measurements today. In all, I’ve 

collected 592 pollen tube measurements, a painstaking but rewarding endeavor.  In one slide, only four 

tubes were measurable since so many left the visible plane.  

I also learned to manipulate the pistil and anther measurements to create a connected scatterplot of the 

pistil lengths.  This should make the metadata more simplified, to highlight my work. 

 

creating the graph: 

  

 



Goals for next few days 

The next step is to measure the burst rates.  This will require me to reanalyze all the images I previously 

measured, along with the corresponding images at 36o heat stress temperature.   

I will import the current data to R, and using a pixel-micron conversion factor, determine the lengths of 

all the tubes.  Then, I will acquire the names of the accessions that correspond to the images.  THUS FAR, 

I have been blind in all my pollen tube measurements, so I do not know which images correspond to 

which accession.   

Then, I will make graphs of the data collected.  These data will be compared to the burst rates, coming 

soon.   

The burst rates will be controlled by measuring the rates from both the normal and elevated 

temperatures.  This should isolate the independent variable.  

 

 



Xander Nelson 

2/2/2022 

12:00pm-1:00pm 

This is the interface for counting burst/non-burst tubes.  For tubes that remain on the focal plane yet are 

unclear, I marked unknown.  All markers are saved for future analysis, or to use as a baseline to help 

develop a computer vision pipeline algorithm. 

 

 

Would this count as a non-burst?  

2021-12-15_run2_34C_D1_t080 

 



Xander Nelson 

2/4/2022 

9:00-10:00am 

Ravishankar Palanivelu, Cedar Warman 

Zoom  

Statistics of pollen tube lengths 

 

All the pollen tube measurements were of 8 replicates, 4 accessions had short pistils, and 4 had longer 

pistils.   

 

To determine statistical difference, we would typically use ANOVA.  However, we cannot assume equal 

variances or that the data follows standard distribution.  Thus, I must use a non-parametric test to 

determine differences.  A Kruskal-Wallace test would fit this task. 

 

**Before running a test, always be sure to know what you are assuming! 

 

There does not appear to be a statistical correlation between the pistil lengths and the pollen tube 

lengths.  However, the accessions are distinct from each other.  This will provide insight when 

considering the burst rate measurements. 

 

Goal for this week 

 

1. Complete burst counts at both temperatures 


